The following members were present at the meeting: Jane Camarillo, Joe Kehoe, Scott Logan, Safa Toma, Steve Woolpert, Gemma Nierman, Bill Sullivan, Aaron Sachs, Jim Sciuto, Lance Hourany, Brother Michael Murphy, Julie Welch, Matt Carroll, Nicholas Kennen, Morgan Faulkner, Kelly Kellner and Brandon Smith.

Farmingo: Brandon Smith joined the group to provide an overview of the Farmigo program. Farmigo is an online ordering and delivery service for produce grown on farms within a 150 miles of the Bay Area. Brandon will be the initial coordinator for a pilot program. The committee voted to sponsor the project and continue to monitor its progress.

Sustainability Coordinator Search: Jane updated the committee on the search progress. There were fourteen telephone interviews following the screening of the pool of applicants. From the telephone interviews, three candidates have been invited for in person interviews. The committee will be kept updated on the progress and scheduling of the interviews. The committee will have a scheduled time slot for each candidate.

Earth Day Activities: Jim reported that a variety of activities are planned for the Earth Week. Enactus will be displaying art work made from recycled materials. Nick is contacting Teslta to provide rides around campus. Alyssa is coordinating a CILSA sponsored Green Career Fair. RHA and CAB are considering an event on Friday, April 24th.

Operations: Scott reported that the Banyan Water contract did not finalized due to some technical issues identified by the business office. Other companies who provide comparable services are being investigated. The PG&E efficiency audit for boilers is still being explored. Finally Scott reported that Republic recycle services are comparable to our former vendor. Safa indicated that new bins will be appearing on campus; recycle, land fill and food will be the categories. The colors/labels of the bins need to be consistent throughout campus and in classrooms.

Curriculum committee: Aaron reported work continues on the group’s goals.

Administration committee: Bill reported that the Sustainability Pledge was signed by over 200 seniors at the Grad Fair.

The next all committee meeting will be April 9th at noon in Founders Dining Room.